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Readings:  

2 Samuel 11:1-15, Psalm 14, Ephesians 3:14-21, John 6:1-21 

 

   

     Today we come to the event commonly known as the feeding of the five 

thousand. With the exception of Jesus’ resurrection, this is the only miracle event 

that appears in all four Gospel accounts. This detail alone tells us how important 

this event is to our understanding of who Jesus is and who he calls us to be.  

     This miracle displays Jesus’ compassion for the crowds and his divine power at 

work in meeting their need. We see Jesus’ authority over the material world on full 

display in this moment as the five loaves and two fish multiply into enough to feed 

five thousand men and the women and children with them.  

     Before we move on to consider what Jesus was teaching about the work of 

God’s Kingdom, I want us to pause and fully acknowledge the miraculous power 

of God at work in this moment. Jesus supernaturally brought abundance in this 

moment of insufficiency, and it is important for us to remember that this is what 

God does in our lives as believers. This miracle demonstrated Jesus’ divinity in an 

amazing display that affected thousands in a single moment.   

     But also keep in mind that this was part of an ongoing interaction between Jesus 

and his Apostles, and between Jesus and those in the crowds following him. Jesus 

was teaching both groups about the work of building the Kingdom of God and 

inviting each of them to become part of God’s unfolding plan for humanity.  

     Jesus had been teaching a large crowd and evening was near. In John’s account, 

Jesus approached Philip saying, “Where are we to buy bread for these people to 

eat?” Notice first that Jesus said “Where are we to buy bread.” Remember last 

week we read that the disciples had just returned from being sent out two by two 

with authority from Jesus to teach and cure people and cast out demons.  

     In the feeding of the five thousand Jesus was continuing to change and shape 

the Apostles self-identity. He was teaching them to see themselves and the world 

through the eyes of their faith and through a heavenly, eternal worldview. Jesus 

continued teaching the Apostles that they were called to be full participants with 

him in the work of building the Kingdom of God. It wasn’t that they were being 

called to simply “obey Jesus’ instructions.” They were being called to bring the 

fullness of the gifts God had given them to their calling: their will, their mind, their 

intellect, their service as servant leaders…everything.  
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     Jesus was also teaching the Apostles that their all would never be enough for 

the work they were being called to; that without the power and authority of God 

supporting their efforts, they could not accomplish those things that needed to be 

done. We see this in Mark 9:14-29 when the Apostles could not cast the spirit out 

of the man’s son. Doing God’s work requires that one continually walks with God 

and relies on God. Jesus was training the Apostles to be servant leaders in the 

household of God and heirs with him in the Kingdom. 

     But there was something entirely different going on between Jesus and the 

crowd who sat down to eat of the abundance Jesus provided. Our reading says that 

the people ate as much as they wanted; that they ate until they were satisfied, and 

afterward they said, “This is indeed the prophet who is to come into the world.” 

Notice that the people said “the” prophet, not “a” prophet. The Jews held this 

posture of expectation because of the Messianic prophecies.  

     Last week we read that Jesus looked on the crowds with compassion because 

they were like sheep without a shepherd. This passage referenced Moses’ request 

to God in Numbers 27:17 when he prayed, “Let the Lord, the God of the spirits of 

all flesh, appoint someone over the congregation of the Lord…so that the 

congregation of the Lord may not be like sheep without a shepherd.”  

     Today we read that the crowd also drew an Old Testament prophetic association 

from the feeding miracle they witnessed. The Book of Deuteronomy ends with 

Moses’ farewell discourse and death; but also with a foreshadowing of promise.  

     In Deuteronomy 34:10 -12 we read, “Never since has there arisen a prophet in 

Israel like Moses, whom the Lord knew face to face. He was unequaled for all the 

signs and wonders that the Lord sent him to perform in the land of Egypt, against 

Pharoah and all his servants and his entire land, and for all the mighty deeds and all 

the terrifying displays of power that Moses performed in the sight of all Israel.”   

     This is the way the Torah ends. Remember that we noted several weeks ago that 

all Jewish men were required to memorize the books of the Torah, the writings of 

Moses. And there is a reason we hear that there were five thousand men present. 

This sign, the people being miraculously provided with bread in a wilderness place 

must have, indeed we read did have, their minds spinning with its prophetic weight 

as they recalled God’s work through Moses.  

     Yet next week, we will hear that many reacted to this heavenly provision in the 

same way their ancestors who died in the desert did. The generation that God 

prevented from entering into the promised land because of their lack of faith and 

stubbornness and rebellion toward the Lord. The crowd that followed Jesus would 

specifically reference Moses feeding the people. 

     But just as their ancestors complained in the desert and just as their ancestors 

shrunk back from believing the Lord would lead them in battle when the spies 

returned with tales of the Canaanites, so also was this crowd that wanted to be 
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consumers of the blessings of the Lord, but not workers for the harvest. They 

wanted the bread and the blessings, but not the cross and the difficult work of 

faithful obedience that Jesus was preaching and teaching.  

     Almost every teaching I found on John 6 that I came across as I read and 

researched leaned heavily into a prosperity gospel message of supernatural 

abundance. Bring your troubles and God will solve them. Put your two dollars in 

the offering plate and by next week you will own a mansion. On and on. Many 

teachers skip over the cooperative work Jesus called the Apostles to.  

     They don’t talk about the discomfort of the moment when the immensity of the 

need is recognized and Jesus says, you do something. They don’t say there were 

moments when God’s servants were overwhelmed with the insufficiency of 

themselves and the available resources.  

Learning to bring two fish and five loaves and lift them to God is a process. 

But some never progress to serving God. Some choose to stay in a consumer faith, 

instead of moving into the place of participant and membership and then to being 

an heir with Christ.  

     When I read stories like this, where the majority of the people reject the work of 

being a son or daughter of God, I am always reminded of the moment in John 1:38 

when Jesus noticed John’s disciples following him and he turned and asked them, 

“What are you looking for?” Even in the Greek, Jesus doesn’t say ‘who’ are you 

looking for – he asks ‘what’ are you looking for.  

    People would say they were looking for the coming of God’s Kingdom, and then 

God would call them on it. They wanted the victory, but not the fight. They wanted 

the bounty, but not the work of the harvest. They wanted to be God’s chosen 

people, but they didn’t want the requirement of holiness and obedience to God.  

     In our day, we want to reach people with the good news of the gospel message. 

We want our churches to grow and the joy of knowing the pews will be filled with 

faithful Christians well after we have gone to our rest.  

     Where do you see yourself in this story of the feeding of the five thousand? I 

know I have been surrounded my whole life with voices of religious consumerism. 

It requires intention to live as a member of the household of God – one who sees 

themselves as rightly having household chores because I am family and not a 

guest. What is your status this morning as you encounter Jesus? Are you living as a 

son or daughter of the Lord, or as a houseguest? Amen.  

        

       

        

 

      


